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Lilly Fellowships help junior faculty hone skills
«OoI'I'm talking to my mother
i the phone, describing the
k«-7 inni
innovative new course I'm teaching. I tell her how I've finally got the
students interacting — actively engaging
in discussion groups and using the
Internet to communicate with one
another. Then she says, 'So, then, what
do vow do?'"
That quip in a conversation among
seven Washington University junior
faculty members catapults the group into
a free-wheeling discussion on teaching

styles. Before long, the stream of discussion has flowed naturally into learning
style.
Soon the verbal volley widens to
encompass the progressive academic
expectations that can be placed on a
senior versus a freshman. That dialogue
leads directly to an enlightening discourse on how the frontal lobe of the
brain, which organizes mental flexibility,
is not developed until one's early 20s.
That elicits a firsthand account of the
way higher education is handled in Italy,

where students begin later, but face a
more narrowly channeled program that
has a 60 percent dropout rate.
For 60 minutes it continues. Seven
good teachers. Inquiring, exchanging,
cajoling, listening, learning. All with one
shared goal: to become better.
The seven are Lilly Fellows. Funded
in 1994 by Lilly Endowment Inc. of
Indianapolis and overseen by the Teaching Center, the program provides
selected junior faculty with three tangible rewards: a one-semester reduction

in teaching duties to develop or redevelop a course of their choosing, a modest stipend to pay for needed materials
and a chance to get together once a week
for group discussion.
The 1997-98 Lilly Fellows, all assistant professors in Arts and Sciences, are:
• Gaetano Antinolfi, Ph.D., economics;
• Claire Baldwin, Ph.D., Germanic
languages and literatures;
• Philip Freeman, Ph.D., classics;
• Valerie Hoekstra, Ph.D., political
science;
• Jennifer Jenkins, Ph.D., history;
• Keith Sawyer, Ph.D., education; and
• Desiree White, Ph.D., psychology.
The weekly discussion group, led by
Jim Davis, Ph.D., professor of political
Continued on page 8

School of Medicine
third in country
in U.S. News list

Social work students Jeannette Adames (standing) and Maria Munguia Wellman (right) work with Hispanic children at St.
Francis de Sales School in South St. Louis. The Hispanic campus group Nosotros collaborates with a variety of St. Louisarea organizations to provide educational, recreational and social services for children and youth and to develop leadership in the city's Hispanic community.

Nosotros serves area youth, helps develop
leadership among Hispanics in metro area
Texas native and MexicanAmerican Maria Munguia
Wellman had a tough decision on
her hands as she weighed offers from
several leading schools of social work. In
the end, it was the name of a legendary
organizer of migrant farm workers on a
scholarship offered to her that drew her
to the George Warren Brown School of
Social Work at Washington University.
"Cesar Chavez has always been one
of my heroes," said Munguia Wellman,
now in her last semester as a master of
social work student. "The chance to
associate myself with a scholarship
named in Chavez's honor was too much
for me to resist. Once I got here, I felt it
was important for the recipient of this
scholarship to carry on Chavez's mission by working in the Hispanic community."
In the short span of three semesters,
Munguia Wellman has managed to forge
new connections among many small
Hispanic and Latino groups in the metro
area and to found a new campus organization that promises to carry on the effort
after her graduation. Open to students,
faculty and community members, the
group is named Nosotros, Spanish for
"we," chosen to send a message that the

organization is inclusive and open to
people of all backgrounds.
"Maria has been a wonderful, very
involved, very active student at George
Warren Brown," said Elizabeth George,
the school's assistant dean for admissions.
"She has been involved with a number of
student groups and has really blazed a
trail in terms of linking the school with
the Hispanic community in St. Louis."
With the support of demographic
forecasts that show Hispanics quickly
becoming the nation's largest minority
group, Munguia Wellman has advocated
an increased emphasis in the social work
school and in the University on the
recruitment of Hispanic students and
faculty and on the development of new
education, research and outreach programs to address Hispanic issues. She
sees the growing Hispanic population as a
rich opportunity for both the University
and St. Louis.
"By 2005, Hispanics will be America's
largest minority, and two-thirds of those
new Hispanic residents will be immigrants or the children of immigrants,"
Munguia Wellman said. "As the nation's
No. 1 school of social work, I think it's
incredibly important for George Warren
Brown to be at the forefront of under-

standing the need for social services
in the Hispanic community."
Munguia Wellman admits to a bit
of culture shock. Coming from the Hispanic-heavy culture of South Texas, she
arrived here as one of a handful of Hispanics in memorial work school on a
campus where Hispanics numbered less
than 2 percent of the total student body.
St. Louis, she discovered, had a Hispanic
population of little more than 1 percent
scattered in small enclaves stretching
from South St. Louis to St. Charles.
During her first semester, she began
working with a dozen or so Hispanic
youths, ages 12 to 17, as part of a social
work field education project co-sponsored
by two local non-profit organizations,
Provident Counseling and South Side
Catholic Community Services. Founded
as the Nosotros Youth Group, the organization focuses on educational programs
but also provides social and recreational
opportunities for Hispanic youth from
neighborhoods near Jefferson and Gravois
avenues in South St. Louis.
Munguia Wellman has worked with the
youth of Nosotros to complete mosaic art
projects celebrating Hispanic culture and
taken them on a Fourth of July field trip
Continued on page 6

Washington University School of
Medicine is one of the top three
medical schools in the country,
according to the U.S. News & World
Report 1998 annual rankings of graduate
and professional programs, released
Friday, Feb. 20. The school's No. 3 ranking is up from No. 5 in 1997. In addition,
the weekly news magazine rated the
medical school No. 1 in student selectivity, a measure of student quality.
The school's Program in Physical
Therapy remains No. 1 nationwide, a
standing it has held since the magazine
first ranked that category in 1995. In a
new ranking category, the University's
Program in Occupational Therapy was
positioned at third. In medical specialties, internal medicine ranked seventh
and pediatrics and women's health both
ranked eighth.
In Arts and Sciences, the Department
of Biology ranked 15th in the biological
sciences category, the Department of
Political Science ranked 20th, and audiology ranked 10th in a first-time category.
Audiology is a program with the Central
Institute for the Deaf for which Washington University awards graduate degrees
in the Department of Speech and Hearing.
"The recognition of our outstanding
School of Medicine and several of its
departments and programs affirms our
strength and our momentum in these
areas," said Chancellor Mark S.
Wrighton. "The acknowledgment that we
are known for our teaching and scholarship in political science, biology and
audiology also is reassuring."
Continued on page 6
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Medical Update
Surprising discovery links viruses and vascular disease
Most people know that cigarettes
and high-fat food can contribute
to atherosclerosis, the leading
killer in the developed world. But is an
unhealthy lifestyle all it takes to clog
arteries? A small but vocal group of
researchers believes the vascular disease
starts with a virus, not a cheeseburger.
According to the theory, vascular damage
caused by a virus could lay a foundation
for the build-up of plaque.
Though it has its supporters, this
theory always has suffered a credibility
problem — there has never been any
direct evidence that viruses can injure
human vessels. Now, thanks to a surprising School of Medicine discovery, there
is a new reason to reconsider the idea. In
the December 1997 issue of Nature
Medicine, the researchers reported that a
virus related to those that cause mononucleosis and Kaposi's sarcoma can
injure arteries in mice, the first time such
an effect had been seen in mammals. The
study was supported by MonsantoSearle, the National Institutes of Health
and the National Cancer Institute.

"We're still a long way from showing
that viruses can trigger atherosclerosis or
other vascular diseases in humans," said
senior author Herbert W. Virgin, M.D.,
Ph.D., an assistant professor of pathology,
of molecular microbiology and of medicine. "But now we have a better idea that
it may be possible, and we know which
viruses might be involved."
If viruses do in fact set the stage for
atherosclerosis, physicians may someday
be able to prevent the disease with a
vaccine, Virgin said. But even if that's
theoretically possible, such a vaccine lies
far in the future, he added.
For now, viruses may be unavoidable,
but people can still prevent atherosclerosis
by staying away from high-fat food and
cigarettes, Virgin explained. "At most,
viruses could initiate only the earliest
stages of the disease," he said. "They
certainly couldn't block arteries on their
own."
The discovery at the medical school
echoes recent studies that suggest a link
between bacterial infections and some
vascular diseases. That link is still incon-

clusive, but Virgin believes it's entirely
possible that both viruses and bacteria
might be capable of damaging blood
vessels and triggering disease. "It's
highly unlikely that one single agent is
the cause of all vascular disease," he said.

Damage resembles human diseases
Normal mice never develop full-blown
atherosclerosis, which makes them
imperfect models, Virgin said. Nevertheless, he and his colleagues found lesions
that somewhat resembled the early stages
of the disease. As with atherosclerosis, the
damage was limited to the major arteries.
Most importantly, the injured portions
began to accumulate fatty plaque.
The vascular injuries also closely
mimicked a group of human vascular
diseases — Taskayasu's arteritis, temporal
arteritis and Kawasaki's disease — whose
origins have always been a mystery. The
early stages of these diseases are marked
by rashes and fever, symptoms typical of
viral infection. "If it turns out that viruses
cause these diseases in humans, few
physicians would be surprised" said

co-researcher Samuel H. Speck, Ph.D., an
associate professor of pathology and of
molecular microbiology "The link
between viruses and atherosclerosis is
much more controversial."
Intriguingly, infections in newborn
mice led to fatal vascular disease when
the animals were well into adulthood.
"The infection doesn't cause vascular
disease immediately, but it seems to set
the whole process in motion," Virgin said.
"This may suggest a model for how atherosclerosis and other vascular diseases
progress in humans." The virus had little
effect on healthy adult mice but did cause
severe vascular disease in adult mice with
compromised immune systems.
At first, Virgin, Speck and colleagues
had no intention of studying vascular
disease; they fully expected the mouse
virus to cause cancer. "The virus had
been associated with lymphoma, but
nobody had any idea it could damage
arteries," Speck said. "When we dissected
infected mice and saw the damage, we
were quite surprised."

Viruses under suspicion
The virus used in the study is found only
in mice, but it's closely related to the
Epstein-Barr virus that causes mononucleosis in humans. About 75 percent of
people older than 30 carry this virus,
Speck said. Another member of the same
viral family is thought to cause Kaposi's
sarcoma, a cancer most commonly seen in
AIDS patients. The extremely common
herpes virus simplex 1, the cause of cold
sores, is a more distant relative. "These
viruses are now legitimate candidates for
initiating human vascular disease," Virgin
said. "It's a possibility that deserves
further investigation."
Despite repeated efforts, researchers
have never been able to prove or disprove
the hypothesis that viruses trigger human
vascular disease. A middle-aged person
with atherosclerosis will have been
exposed to hundreds of viruses, making it
very difficult to link the vascular disease to
a particular infection, Virgin said. Until
someone catches a virus in the act of
damaging a human artery, most researchers
will remain skeptical that it can ever happen. Knowing which viruses to look for
will aid the search tremendously, he said.
— Chris Woolston

Record
Educating about the effects of drugs
As part of the School of Medicine's Drug Education Program, second-year medical student David Hannallah shows
Kennard Classical Junior Academy fifth-graders preserved organs that were damaged by drug abuse. The drug education program was developed by medical students in 1990 to prevent fifth- and sixth-grade area students from experimenting with drugs. First- and second-year medical students in the program travel to local classrooms to demonstrate
exactly how drugs harm the body.

Hsu to study progression of spinal cord damage
Chung Y. Hsu, M.D, Ph.D., professor
of neurology, has received a $1.5
million grant from the National
Institute of Neurological Disorders and
Stroke. He and his colleagues will determine how damaged areas of the spinal cord
enlarge in the days and weeks after injury.
"Very little happens immediately," Hsu
said. "But the damaged area slowly gets
bigger until a fluid-filled cavity replaces
vital nerve tissue. The ultimate goal of this
project is to develop novel therapeutics to
limit the secondary injury that may evolve
days to weeks following the initial insult."
The spinal cord contains both gray
matter and white matter. If gray matter is
destroyed, nearby muscles might cease to
function. But cables of white matter carry
messages from the brain to other parts of
the body. If these cables are destroyed, all
muscles below that part of the spinal cord
stop working.
Studies by the teams of Hsu and
Dennis W. Choi, Ph.D., the Jones Professor and head of neurology, revealed dam-

age to gray matter in the first hours and
days after rats suffered spinal cord injury.
By one to two weeks, white matter also
had begun to decay. One striking feature
was the death of
cells called oligodendrocytes,
which make and
maintain the white
insulation around
the cables. If this
material — called
myelin — is not
kept in good
repair, the cables
are unable to
Chung Y. Hsu
conduct electrical
impulses. "There is evidence that patients
with spinal cord injury lose myelin," Hsu
said. "If we could rescue the cells that
make this insulation, maybe we could
improve function."
To find out why oligodendrocytes die,
the researchers are focusing on a substance called tumor necrosis factor-alpha

(TNF-alpha), which can destroy healthy
tissue when produced inappropriately.
They previously showed that TNF-alpha
makes cultured oligodendrocytes commit
suicide through a process called
apoptosis. Other studies have suggested
that TNF-alpha might be made as part of
an inflammatory response to spinal cord
injury. "So is it responsible for killing
oligodendrocytes?" Hsu asked.
To address this question, the researchers will determine whether the time and
place of TNF-alpha production correlate
with that of oligodendrocyte suicide.
They also will find out whether fewer
oligodendrocytes die if rats receive compounds that block the production or
action of TNF-alpha. They then will
assess oligodendrocyte death in mice that
lack various receptors for TNF-alpha.
Finding that mice in one of the strains
suffer less damage than normal mice
would strongly support the idea that TNFalpha exacerbates spinal cord injury.
Continued on page 7
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Nelson helps reduce risks of pregnancy
When Mike Nelson witnessed his first
discipline," he explained, "and it is wide open for
costs without addressing key issues."
research because most obstetricians are too sleepbreech birth — on his family's farm in
As an administrator, Nelson makes sure key issues are
deprived to spend much time in the laboratory."
Galesburg, 111. — he asked why the
addressed. In the Women and Infants' Program, he is
calf had crawled into the cow in the
After a four-year obstetrics residency at Barnes Hospi- setting up guidelines for strep infections in pregnancy,
first place. Forty years later, he has seen tal, Nelson spent two years at Ohio State University,
vaginal births after Caesarian sections and childhood
many breech births and other complications of pregwhere he trained in high-risk obstetrics. Returning to
immunizations. Guidelines for C-sections themselves
St. Louis in 1983, he became the senior member of a
nancy. Among the obstetrician's thousands of high-risk
already are in place, thanks to James A. Bartelsmeyer,
patients have been women with diabetes, heart disease or private perinatal practice at Jewish Hospital. His patients M.D., assistant professor of obstetrics and gynecology.
skyrocketing blood pressure. Some women have develwere women with medical risks — a history of preterm
By adhering to these recommendations, the program has
labor or stillbirth, diabetes, heart disease and lupus.
oped blood clots in the amniotic fluid — the condition
reduced its C-section rate by several percentage points.
that most likely killed Nelson's mother during his birth.
Nelson also established a research program on the
Another issue is not so easy to address. "Preterm labor
"Identifying the risks and trying to reduce them is
placenta's role in normal pregnancy and in preeclampis the biggest problem in obstetrics because premature
what high-risk obstetrics is about," Nelson said.
sia, a precipitous rise in blood pressure that threatens
babies have significant mortality and morbidity," Nelson
At the School of Medicine, D. Michael Nelson, M.D., both mother and child. His interest in the placenta
said. "And we don't have a way to eliminate it — there
Ph.D., is the VirginiaS.
needs to be much more
Lang Professor of Obstetresearch in this area and on
rics and Gynecology, vice
conditions such as preecchairman of the Departlampsia that lead to early
ment of Obstetrics and
delivery."
Gynecology and director
With this need in mind,
of the Division of Genetics,
Nelson continues to study
Maternal-Fetal Medicine
the placenta, the known
and Ultrasound. In the BJC
culprit in preeclampsia. He
Health System, he is medilikes to think of this lifeline
cal director for obstetrics
as a tree covered with bark.
and helps supervise resiFetal blood flows through
dents on the Barnes-Jewish
the umbilical cord and into
Hospital obstetrical serthe trunk, where it is nourvice. He also is co-chair
ished by the maternal blood
of the Women and Infants'
that bathes the branches.
Program, which provides a
In 1996, Nelson dropped
continuum of care for all
a bombshell on the obstetpregnant women and their
rics world by reporting that
newboms in the BJC
the placenta's bark — the
System.
trophoblast layer — is pitted
"I have the perfect job,"
with pores that allow blood
Nelson said. "I get to
components to pass from
deliver babies, pursue
mother to fetus. "This findcutting-edge research and
ing will revolutionize the
train the next generation of
understanding of the plaphysicians." For this traincenta," Nelson predicted,
ing, Nelson has earned
"causing all previous
three Resident Teaching
models of transport to be
Awards of the Year, three
re-examined."
Excellence in Teaching
D. Michael Nelson, M.D., Ph.D., holds 1-year-old Tymel Scales and talks with his mother, Jamelia Daniels,
The work was performed
who is expecting twins.
awards and a Chief Resiin collaboration with Sibley
dent Award of Appreciation.
and funded by NATO.
He also has earned the admiration of his peers,
began during his graduate student years, when he studLooking at the mechanism of pore formation, Nelson
including former colleague Ronald C. Strickler, M.D.,
ied the biochemistry of that vital organ. "You need a
made the surprising discovery that the tiny holes appear
now chair of the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecolplacenta for normal pregnancy, and abnormalities of
when patches of the trophoblast layer self-destruct through
ogy in the Henry Ford Health System in Detroit. "Michael pregnancy often are directly linked to problems with
a genetically programmed process called apoptosis.
is one of the few current quadruple threats," Strickler said. placental function," he said.
Although apoptosis is a well-known remodeling mechanism,
"He is a superb clinician because he is compulsive in
He gave up private practice in 1994 to head the
it had never been described in a structure such as the troattention to clinical detail; he is an award-winning teacher Division of Maternal and Fetal Medicine. With six
phoblast layer, whose contents are not partitioned into cells.
because he creates a framework to learn and distill the
nurse practitioners and two other maternal-fetal mediProstaglandins and preeclampsia
detail into usable concepts; he is a funded researcher
cine specialists, he set up a collaborative practice that
Nelson also discovered that the placenta repairs these
because he uses his Ph.D. to answer M.D questions; and
now provides a continuum of obstetrical care to more
pores as if it were healing a wound. But in the process, it
he is an effective administrator because he understands
than 1,000 inner-city women. These patients' risks can
boosts production of an enzyme called cyclooxygenase or
that people, not numbers, innovate and accomplish soluinclude domestic violence, substance abuse and smoktions."
ing. "Such factors threaten the outcome of a pregnancy prostaglandin H synthase (PGHS). Made from fatty acids,
prostaglandins are produced in many parts of the body,
Nelson also is great dinner company, a wild man on
and some constrict blood vessels, raising blood pressure.
the dance floor and as devoted to his family as to his
"So an abnormality in the placenta's repair system might
career, Strickler added. A British collaborator, Colin
boost prostaglandin production, leading to preeclampsia,"
Sibley, Ph.D., professor of child health and physiology at
Nelson said.
the University of Manchester, said of him: "Mike is one
Nelson has been studying prostaglandin H synthase
of the most organized people I know, and he is highly
since 1989. About eight years ago, other researchers disfocused on his work. However, he also has a great sense
covered two varieties of the enzyme: PGHS-1, which is
of humor and loves having a good time once work is
produced continuously and performs essential functions,
done. We always have great fun together and have a
and PGHS-2, which is made as needed — in response to
shared penchant for beer, ice cream and doughnuts."
injury, for example. In 1997, a member of Nelson's group,
When Nelson was five weeks old, his father moved
Eyal Y Anteby, M.D., fellow in maternal medicine,
to California, leaving him with his aunt and uncle, who
showed that PGHS-2 is the form that is active in cultured
already had four children, including twins. Though
trophoblast cells.
money was short, his new parents raised the children to
In 1996, Nelson merged his lab with that of Yoel
work hard and take advantage of every opportunity that
Sadovsky, M.D., assistant professor of obstetrics and
came their way.
gynecology. The collaborators since have identified two
Focused on science at age 5
small molecules that selectively activate the gene for
By the time Nelson was 5, he had decided to become a
PGHS-2. By preventing this activation, it might be posscientist. The next year, he met his future wife, Peggy
sible to eliminate any harmful prostaglandins without
Naslund, at Sunday school. The two began dating in
interfering with the normal activities of PGHS-1. "Is there
high school and separated when she went off to study
a way of changing the regulation of PGHS-2 to benefit the
nursing and he became a biology and chemistry major
function of the placenta?" Nelson asked. "Is there a drug
at Cornell College in Iowa.
that
can prevent prostaglandins from contracting blood
just as much as heart disease or diabetes," Nelson said.
During his senior year at Cornell, he spent a semester "So we have had to re-educate ourselves and learn to
vessels and causing preeclampsia?"
at Argonne National Laboratory. Studying the effects of deal with socioeconomic as well as medical issues"
He already has his eye on a prostaglandin-inhibiting
radiation on mice that lacked a protective enzyme, he
drug
that soon should be approved for arthritis. He hopes
Because it is part of the Women and Infants' Program,
was drawn to clinically applicable research. This led him the collaborative practice has resources to address these
clinical trials will be possible in the next couple of years.
to the M.D./Ph.D. program at Washington University's
Sometimes, Nelson gets to see the long-term results of
risks. A social worker on the staff may help an abused
medical school in 1971, a month after he and his highhis
work. In January, he attended the bas mitzvah of the
woman move to a safe house, for example. Or the proschool sweetheart were married.
13-year-old
daughter of a former patient. He had cared for
gram may help women cut down on cigarettes, get help
Two years later, Peggy Nelson lost an arm to cancer,
the mother during pregnancy and delivery because she was
for drug abuse or stick with medications.
switched to oncology nursing and later to psychotherapy
one of the first Missourians to conceive a child through in
Changes in the nation's health-care system are
for people with life-threatening conditions. The couple
advancing patient care, he believes. "I'm one of the few vitro fertilization. "At times like that, I think to myself that
also had two sons, now 22- and 19-year-old undergraduphysicians who thinks health-care reform is the greatest I'm really lucky to be an obstetrician," Nelson said. "I get
ates, and a daughter, now 15 and a high school freshman. thing going," he said. "It provides opportunities to
to assist babies into the world and then watch them mature
Nelson decided to become an obstetrician in 1977, in practice preventive medicine, increase access and
into adults. What better job could one have?"
his final year of medical school. "Obstetrics is a fun
— Linda Sage
ensure continuity of care. The old system escalated

"Obstetrics is a fun
discipline, and it is wideopen for research because
most obstetricians are too
sleep-deprived to spend
much time in the
laboratory."

Calendar
Exhibitions
"Art of the '80s: Modern to Postmodern."
Through April 5. Gallery of Art, upper
gallery. 935-4523.
"Powerful Grace Lies in Herbs and
Plants: A Joint Exhibit on Herbal Medicine." Sponsored by Missouri Botanical
Garden Library and Bernard Becker
Medical Library. Through April. Seventh
floor, Bernard Becker Medical Library,
660 S. Euclid. 362-4235.
Selections from the Washington University art collections. Through April 5. Gallery of Art, lower galleries. 935-4523.
"The Book Arts in St. Louis: 1898 to
1998." March 9 through May 22. Special
collections, level five, Olin Library.
935-5495.

Films
Thursday, Feb. 26
7:45 p.m. French and Francophone Film
Series. "Peril en la Demeure" (1985). Room
219 Ridgley Hall. 935-5175.

Wednesday, March 11
6 p.m. Chinese Film Series. "Ju Dou."
Room 219 Ridgley Hall. 935-5156.

Thursday, March 12
7:45 p.m. French and Francophone Film
Series. "Toto le Heros" (1991). Room 219
Ridgley Hall. 935-5175.

Lectures
Thursday, Feb. 26
2:30 p.m. Mechanical engineering seminar. "An Adaptive Space-Time Finite Element Model for Intergranular Fracture and
Oxygen Embrittlement." Robert Haber,
prof, of theoretical and applied mechanics,
U. of Ill.-Urbana-Champaign. Room 100
Cupples II Hall. 935-6047.
4 p.m. Biology seminar. Faculty Search
Candidate Seminar Series. "The Evolution of
Body Patterning." Mike Palopoli, Howard
Hughes Medical Institute, U. of Chicago, and
candidate for ecologist/evolution of developmental mechanisms faculty position.
Room 322 Rebstock Hall. 935-6706.
4 p.m. Chemistry seminar, "ac Susceptibility Studies of Molecular Magnetic Materials." Gordon Yee, U. of Colo.-Boulder.
Room 311 McMillen Lab. 935-6530.
4 p.m. Earth and planetary sciences colloquium. "Fluvial Systems in Mountain Belts
and Foreland Basins: An Alpine-Himalayan
Perspective." Trevor Elliott, the George
Herdman Professor of Geology and AAPG
Distinguished Lecturer, U. of Liverpool, U.K.
Room 112 Wilson Hall. 935-5610.
4:15 p.m. Philosophy colloquium. "Actions,
Norms and Practical Reasoning." Robert
Brandom, prof, of philosophy, U. of Pittsburgh. Room 110 January Hall. 935-6670.

Friday, Feb. 27
9:15 a.m. Pediatric Grand Rounds.
"Pathogenesis of Allergic Diseases." Talal
A. Chatila, assoc. prof, of pediatrics and of
pathology. Clopton Aud., 4950 Children's
Place. 454-6006.

Noon. Cell biology and physiology seminar. "Intracellular Transport and Localization of RNA." Robert H. Singer, anatomy
and structural biology dept, Albert Einstein
College of Medicine, Yeshiva U, N.Y.
Room 426 McDonnell Medical Sciences
Bldg. 362-2713.
I p.m. Biology seminar. Faculty Search
Candidate Seminar Series. "From Stalked
Eyes to Troglomorphs: Comparative
Molecular Embryology and Beyond." Mike
Palopoli, Howard Hughes Medical Institute,
U. of Chicago, and candidate for ecologist/
evolution of developmental mechanisms
faculty position. Room 212 McDonnell
Hall. 935-6706.

Saturday, Feb. 28
II a.m. University College Saturday
Seminar Series. "Taipei, Taiwan: Ethnic
Identity in a City Landscape." Joseph R.
Allen, assoc. prof, of Asian and Near Eastern languages and literatures. Goldfarb
Aud., McDonnell Hall. 935-6788.

Monday, March 2
Noon. Molecular biology and pharmacology seminar. "Intercadherin and CadherinCatenin Interactions in Desmosomes and
Adherens Junctions." Sergey Troyanovsky,
asst. prof, of medicine and of molecular
biology and pharmacology. Pharmacology
Library: Philip Needleman Library, Room
3907 South Bldg. 362-2725.
4 p.m. Immunology Research Seminar
Series. "Acylation of Src Family Kinases:
Role in Targeting and Signaling." Douglas
Lublin, assoc. prof, of medicine and of
pathology. Eric P. Newman Education
Center. 362-2763.

Visit Washington University's on-line calendar at
http://cf6000.wustl.edu/calendar/events/vl.!

Feb. 26-March 14

Library, Room 3907 South Bldg.
362-2725.
3 p.m. Mathematics analysis seminar.
"Brownian Potentials and Besov Spaces."
Hrvoje Sikic, visiting asst. prof, of mathematics. Room 199 Cupples I Hall.
935-6760.
4 p.m. Biology lecture. 18th annual Viktor
Hamburger Lectures. "Conservation and
Evolvability: The Cellular Bases." Marc
Kirschner, cell biology dept., Harvard
Medical School. (Continues March 10,
same time.) Room 162 McDonnell Hall.
935-6812.
4 p.m. Immunology Research Seminar
Series. "Positive and Negative Signals in
T Cell Activation and Their Manipulation
in Autoimmunity and Tumor Immunotherapy." Jim Allison, UC at Berkeley. Eric P.
Newman Education Center. 362-2763.
5:30 p.m. Radiology lecture. 12th annual
Daniel R. Biello Memorial Lecture. "The
Role of Brain SPECT Imaging in 1998."
Ronald L. Van Heertum, prof, of radiology,
Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center,
N.Y. Scarpellino Aud., first floor,
Mallinckrodt Institute of Radiology, 510 S.
Kingshighway Blvd. 362-2866.
8 p.m. School of Architecture Monday
Night Lecture Series. "Landscape Urbanism." Charles Waldheim, architect and
chair, landscape urbanism program, U. of
Ill.-Chicago. Steinberg Aud. 935-6200.

Tuesday, March 10

of Iowa. Brown Lounge, Brown Hall.
935-7453.
4 p.m. Joint Center for East Asian Studies lecture. "The Taiwanese Struggle for
Identity." Jack F. Williams, dir., Asian
Studies Center, Michigan State U. Room
331 Social Sciences and Business Bldg.,
UMSL. 935-4448.
4:15 p.m. Philosophy colloquium. "Kant
on Duties Regarding Nonrational Nature."
Allen Wood, prof, of philosophy, Yale U
Room 110 January Hall. 935-6670.
4:30 p.m. Mathematics Roever colloquium. Speaker is Mike Wolf, prof, of
mathematics, Rice U. Room 199 Cupples I
Hall. 935-8627.
7 p.m. Art history and archaeology/Gallery of Art/School of Art/School of Architecture lecture. (See story on page 5.)

Friday, March 13
Noon. Cell biology and physiology seminar. "Regulating Spatial Patterning: Integrating the Functions of STAT, MAP Kinase
Cascades, Protein Turnover and
Homeodomain-containing Transcription
Factors." Richard A. Firtel, Center for
Molecular Genetics, UC-San Diego. Room
426 McDonnell Medical Sciences Bldg.
362-1668.
4 p.m. Philosophy colloquium. "Cruelty,
Respect and Unsentimental Love." Michele
Moody-Adams, assoc. prof, of philosophy,
Indiana U- Bloomington. Stix International
House Living Room. 935-5119.

Noon. Molecular Microbiology and
Microbial Pathogenesis Seminar Series.
"Plasmodium Falciparum Hemoglobin
Metabolism: A Progressive Pathway of
Proteolysis." Daniel Goldberg, assoc. prof,
Tuesday, March 3
of medicine and of molecular microbiolNoon. Molecular Microbiology and Micro- ogy. Cori Aud., 4565 McKinley Ave.
bial Pathogenesis Seminar Series. "Molecu- 362-8873.
lar Genetic Analysis of Pathogenesis in the
4 p.m. Biology lecture. 18th annual Viktor
Plant Pathogen Psuedomonas syringae."
Hamburger Lectures. "Conservation and
Barbara Kunkel, asst. prof, of biology. Cori
Evolvability: The Developmental Bases."
Aud., 4565 McKinley Ave. 362-8873.
Marc Kirschner, cell biology dept.,
Harvard Medical School. Room 162
12:10 p.m. Physical therapy seminar.
Thursday, Feb. 26
Speaker is Joel S. Perlmutter, assoc. prof, of McDonnell Hall. 935-6812.
neurology and neurological surgery and of
4 p.m. Russian dept. lecture. "Communism 1 p.m. Writing Center workshop. "Writing a Resume." Co-sponsored by the Career
radiology. Classroom C, 4444 Forest Park
and Postmodernism." Mikhail N. Epstein,
Blvd. 286-1400.
Center. Room 252 Olin Library. 935-4981.
assoc. prof, of Russian, Eurasian and East
Asian languages and cultures, Emory U.
6 p.m. Informational forum. "For Students
Wednesday, March 4
Women's Bldg. Lounge. 935-5177.
Interested in Jobs in the Labor Movement."
8 a.m. Obstetrics and Gynecology Grand
Randy Kiser, AFL-CIO, and Robyn Steely,
Rounds. "Recurrent Pregnancy Loss —
Wednesday, March 11
Missouri Citizen Education Fund. SponWhat Do I Do Next?" Randall R. Odem,
sored by Student Labor Action Coalition.
6:30 a.m. Anesthesiology Grand Rounds.
assoc. prof, of obstetrics and gynecology.
Friedman Lounge, Wohl Center. 935-3836.
Speaker is Charles F. Zorumski, prof, of
Clopton Aud., 4950 Children's Place.
anatomy and neurobiology and head of
362-7139.
Saturday, Feb. 28
psychiatry. Wohl Hospital Bldg. Aud.,
9 a.m. Business management seminar and 4960 Children's Place. 362-6978.
9 a.m. Saturday Workshop. "Basic Bookpanel discussion. "Entrepreneurial Lessons: 8 a.m. Obstetrics and Gynecology Grand
binding." Learn how to make a traditional
Conversations From the Trenches." Russell
Rounds. "Integration of Health Care Deliv- handsewn hard-bound blank book. Cost:
D. Roberts, din, Management Center. Cost:
$40. To register, call 935-4643.
ery: Panacea, Snake Oil or Just a Smart
$100. Room 112 Simon Hall. 935-5226.
Move?" Samuel R. Nussbaum, exec, vice
Monday, March 2
pres., medical affairs and system integra4 p.m. Biochemistry and molecular bioNoon. Hillel Center event. "Beginner to
tion, BJC Health System. Clopton Aud.,
physics seminar. "Allosteric Control of
Intermediate Talmud Study." (Held every
4950 Children's Place. 362-7139.
Phosphofructokinase — Lessons from
Monday, same time.) Rabbi Hyim Shafner,
Thermodynamics." Gregory D. Reinhart,
11 a.m. Assembly Series lecture. Thomas
campus rabbi and dir. of education, St.
prof, of biochemistry and biophysics, Texas D. Fulbright Lecture. (See story on page 5.)
Louis Hillel Center. For faculty and staff.
A&M. Cori Aud., 4565 McKinley Ave.
3:45 p.m. Physics colloquium. "ProteinCarlson Room, Simon Hall. 726-6177.
362-0261.
based Memories and Associative Processors." Robert R. Birge, Distinguished
Saturday, March 7
Thursday, March 5
Professor of Chemistry and dir., Council
10 a.m. Movement workshop. "Body
4 p.m. Anesthesiology lecture. 10th annual
for Advancement and Support of Education Awareness and Posture." Annelise Mertz,
C.R. Stephen Lecture. "Pain and Plasticity."
and W.M. Keck Centers, Syracuse U. Room prof, emeritus of dance. Cost: $25. To
Clifford J. Woolf, prof, of anesthesia research 204
Crow Hall. 935-6252.
register, call 935-6777.
and neurobiologist, Mass. General Hosp.,
4 p.m. Biochemistry and molecular
Harvard Medical School. Eric P. Newman
10:30 a.m. Saturday Workshop. "St. Louis
biophysics seminar. "Crystal Structure of
Education Center. 454-8707.
Presses: A History." David Weaver, librara Replicative Polymerase: An Open and
ian, Lutheran Med. Center, presents a slide
Friday, March 6
Closed Case for DNA Synthesis?" Tom
talk to preview "The Book Arts in St. Louis"
Ellenberger, asst. prof, of biological chem- exhibit. Cost: $5. 935-4643.
Noon. Cell biology and physiology
istry and molecular pharmacology, Harvard
seminar. "Genetic and Pharmacological
1:30 p.m. Saturday Workshop.
Manipulation of Neuronal Programmed Cell Medical School. Cori Aud., 4565
"Monoprints on the Vandercook." Work at
Death." Eugene M. Johnson Jr., the Norman McKinley Ave. 362-0261.
the new Center for the Illustrated Book.
J. Stupp Professor of Neurology and prof,
4 p.m. Biology seminar. Faculty Search
Cost: $40. 935-4643.
of molecular biology and pharmacology.
Candidate Seminar Series. "Plant CommuRoom 426 McDonnell Medical Sciences
nity Dynamics: Clustering, Spatial StrateTuesday, March 10
Bldg. 362-6950.
gies and Coexistence." Benjamin Bolker,
9 a.m.-3 p.m. Computer products fair.
dept. of ecology and evolutionary biology,
Sponsored by the Software Library and
Monday, March 9
Princeton U, and candidate for ecologist/
Digital Equipment Corp. (Also March 11,
Noon. Brown Bag Seminar Series.
evolution of developmental mechanisms
same time, Lambert Lounge, Mallinckrodt
"Microenterprises as an Anti-Poverty Stratfaculty position. Room 322 Rebstock Hall. Center.) Room 601A Bernard Becker Mediegy." Margaret Sherraden, social work dept., 935-6706.
cal Library. 935-7388.
UMSL. Room 300 Eliot Hall. 935-4918.
4 p.m. Mathematics surfaces seminar.
Noon. Molecular biology and pharmacol- "Continuous Families of Isospectral Mani- Wednesday, March 11
ogy seminar. "Conformation of Peptide
folds." Edward Wilson, prof, of mathemat- 7 p.m. Hillel Center event. "Purim '98 is
Ligands When Bound to G-protein Coupled ics. Room 199 Cupples I Hall. 935-6760.
Coming!" Megillah reading. 935-1582 or
Receptors: An Inside-out View of Trans935-1055.
Thursday, March 12
duction." Garland R. Marshall, prof, of
molecular biology and pharmacology, of
Saturday, March 14
1:10 p.m. Social Work Spring Lecture
biochemistry and molecular biophysics and Series. "Alcoholism Treatment — What
10 a.m. Saturday Workshop. "How to
prof, and dir., Center for Molecular Design. Works and What Doesn't?" Peter E. Nathan, Work with a Graphic Designer." Frank
Pharmacology Library: Philip Needleman
Distinguished Professor of Psychology, U
Roth. Cost: $10. 935-4643.

Miscellany
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Registration open for the AIDS Clinical
Trials Unit and MATEC-EM conference.
"Practical Approach to Managing HIV
Disease: An Update From the Fifth Conference on Retroviruses and Opportunistic
Infections"(March 28). The Ritz-Carlton
Hotel, 100 Carondolet Plaza. 362-2418.
Registration open for the following Office
of Continuing Medical Education seminars: 6th annual "Refresher Course and
Update in General Surgery" (March 12-14),
The Ritz-Carlton Hotel, 100 Carondolet
Plaza; "Clinical Pulmonary Update: A View
of Emphysema in the 20th Century" (March
20), Eric P. Newman Education Center; and
"Topics in Thoracic Surgery: A Seminar for
Allied Health Professionals" (March 30-31),
Eric P. Newman Education Center. 362-6891.

5

Student Social Workers. Cost: $5; proceeds benefit Hearts for the Homeless.
Room 100 Brown Hall. 935-6602.

Performances
Saturday, Feb. 28
8 p.m. "OVATIONS!" Series performance. "THARP!" Three new works by
modern dancer Twyla Tharp. (Also
March 1, 2 and 7 p.m.) Co-sponsored
by Dance St. Louis. Cost: $23. Edison
Theatre. 935-6543.

Friday, March 13

Music
Saturday, Feb. 28
7 p.m. Benefit concert. Edgar "Petey"
Madison and the Eastern Missouri Mass
Choir. Sponsored by the Society of Black

8 p.m. Performing arts dept. performance. "Meet Me in the Zero: An
Evening of Choreography." Dance choreographed by Patricia Skarbinski. (Also
March 14, same time.) Dance Studio,
Room 207 Mallinckrodt Center. 935-5858.
8 p.m. Washington University Opera
performance. "The Threepenny Opera."
(Also, March 14, same time, and March
15,3 p.m.) (See story on page 6.)

Compiled by Mike Wolf, asst. athletic director for media relations, and Kevin
Bergquist, asst. director, sports information. For up-to-date news about Washington University s athletics program, access the Bears' Web site at
rescomp. wustl. edu/~athletics/.

Women are champions
Paced by sophomore center Alia Fischer's
game-high 30 points and 13 rebounds,
Washington University's seventh-ranked
women's basketball team defeated
defending NCAA Division III national
champion New York University Sunday at
the WU Field House. The win clinched
the Bears' eighth University Athletic
Association (UAA) championship in 11
seasons and sends them into the NCAA
tournament in March.
Current Record: 22-2 (12-1 UAA)
This Week: 6 p.m. Saturday, Feb. 28, vs.
University of Chicago (UAA), WU Field
House.

Ga.; 8 a.m. (EST) Tuesday, March 3, vs.
Belmont Abbey College, Hilton Head,
S.C.; 8 a.m. (EST) Wednesday, March 4,
vs. John Carroll University, Hilton
Head, S.C.; 8 a.m. (EST) March 6 vs.
Xavier University, Hilton Head, S.C.;
9 a.m. March 8 vs. DePauw University,
Tao Tennis Center; 5 p.m. March 9 at
Principia College, Elsah, 111.

Women's tennis falls

Despite two victories from freshman
Nandini Chaturvedula, the women's
tennis team dropped its 1998 dual match
opener Saturday, Feb. 21, falling 7-2 to
NCAA Division II Truman State
University at Elsah, 111.
Current Record: 0-1
Next Week: 10 a.m. (PST) Monday,
A pair of weekend victories over Brandeis March 2, at Chapman University;
and New York universities have given the
Orange, Calif.; 2 p.m. (PST) Wednesday,
men's basketball team a school-record 14th March 4, at Pomona-Pitzer Colleges,
consecutive winning season as well as sole Claremont, Calif.; 2 p.m. (PST) Thurspossession of second place in the UAA.
day, March 5, at University of Redlands,
The Bears have won 10 or more UAA
Calif.; 1 p.m. (PST) March 7 vs.
games for the sixth time in eight years.
Claremont-Mudd Scripps Colleges,
Thousand Oaks, Calif.
Current Record: 14-10 (10-3 UAA)
This Week: 8 p.m. Saturday, Feb. 28, vs.
University of Chicago (UAA), WU Field
House.
Junior Emily Richard won the 3,000
meters with a school-record time of
10 minutes, 8.73 seconds Friday,
Feb. 20, at the Southern Illinois
The women's swimming and diving team
University-Carbondale Saluki/USA
finished a school-best third at the 1998
Open.
UAA Swimming and Diving ChampionThis
Week: 11 a.m. (EST) Saturday,
ships, which concluded Saturday at
Feb.
28,
at University of Notre Dame
Carnegie Mellon University. Freshman
Invitational,
South Bend, Ind.; 11 a.m.
freestyler Carrie Register earned women's
Swimmer of the Year honors after winning Saturday, Feb. 28, at Knox College
Invitational, Galesburg, 111.
conference titles in three races: the 200,
500 and 1650 freestyle events. Junior
divers Nancy Weinsier and Rachel Hopkins
also won championships on the three- and Before playing in the annual UAA
one-meter boards, respectively. The men's Championship in Cocoa, Fla., the baseand women's teams combined to set 14
ball team opens the 1998 season with
school records, and head coach Martha
12 games at home during spring break.
Tillman and assistants Brad Shively and
Bo Pritchard were honored as the women's This Week (all games at Kelly Field):
Noon Saturday, Feb. 28, vs. Fontbonne
UAA Coaching Staff of the Year.
College; 2:30 p.m. Saturday, Feb. 28, vs.
Webster University; 1 p.m. Monday,
March 2, vs. Principia College (2 games);
The men's tennis team made Greg
Noon Tuesday, March 3, vs. Fontbonne
Kennett a winner in his head coaching
College; 2:30 p.m. Tuesday, March 3, vs.
debut with a 7-0 victory over the Univer- Webster University; 12:30 p.m. March 6
sity of Missouri-St. Louis Saturday,
vs. Coe College (2); Noon March 7 vs.
Feb. 21.
Elmhurst College; 2:30 p.m. March 7 vs.
Aurora University; Noon March 8 vs.
Current Record: 1-0
Elmhurst College; 2:30 p.m. March 8 vs.
Next Week: 10 a.m. (EST) Sunday,
Aurora University.
March 1, at Emory University, Atlanta,

Bears second in UAA

Richard breaks mark

Women tankers third

Baseball opens season

Men's tennis nets win

Gowns in the Gallery
Senior Kelly Quintal (left), senior fashion design major Evonne Chou (center)
and the May Co.'s Linda Ott, an alum of the School of Art's fashion program,
discuss one of the ballgowns at "Gowns in the Gallery," an exhibit of fashion
design students' couture creations at cbk:milieu in Clayton Feb. 17. The show
provided fashion-lovers with an early glimpse of this year's Washington
University Fashion Show, a full-blown Paris-style extravaganza that will take
place May 3 at the Saint Louis Galleria.

Historian Bill Kirby to speak
March 11 on future of China
Historian Bill Kirby will return to
Washington University to deliver
the annual Thomas D. Fulbright
Lecture at 11 a.m. March 11 as part of
the Assembly Series. The lecture, titled,
"The Future of 'Greater China,'" is free
and open to the public and will take
place in Graham Chapel.
Kirby, a member of the University
faculty for 12 years, is now a professor
and chair in the Department of History at
Harvard University. A historian of modern
China, his work examines China's economic and political development in an
international context. His current projects
include a study of the international development of China in the 20th century, the
history of modern Chinese capitalism and
China's role in the international socialist
economy of the 1950s.
He has written a number of books,
including "Germany and Republican
China," "State and Economy in Republican China: A Handbook for Scholars" and
the forthcoming "The International Development of China's Economy: Nationalist
Industrial Policy and its Heirs."

Kirby was a professor of history in
Arts and Sciences here from 1980 to
1992. He was dean of University College
from 1988 to
1992 and director
of Asian Studies
from 1988 to
1991.
He received a
National Endowment for the Humanities grant in
1983 and again
from 1994 to 1997.
At Harvard, he
Bill Kirby
serves as chair of
the Council on East Asian Studies and as a
member of the Committee on Non-Departmental Instruction and the History Department Executive Committee.
Kirby earned a bachelor's degree in
history from Dartmouth College, graduating summa cum laude in 1972. He earned
master's and doctoral degrees from
Harvard University in 1974 and 1981,
respectively.
For more information, call 935-5285.

MOMA curator Kirk Varnedoe to lecture
on Pollock and contemporary art March 12
Kirk Varnedoe, chief curator of
painting and sculpture for New
York's Museum of Modern Art
(MOMA), will speak on "The Influence
of Jackson Pollock on Contemporary
Art" at 7 p.m. March 12 in the Gallery
of Art. The lecture is sponsored by the
Department of Art History and Archaeology in Arts and Sciences, the Gallery
of Art, the School of Art and the School
of Architecture.
"Kirk Varnedoe's visit gives the
University community an opportunity to
hear one of the most distinguished art
curators working in the United States,"
said Mark Weil, Ph.D., professor and
chair of art history and archaeology.
Varnedoe has organized more than
a dozen major exhibitions, both for
MOMA, where he has served as a curator since 1985, and for other institutions.
His credits include "Jasper Johns: A
Retrospective" (1996); "Cy Twombly: A
Retrospective" (1995); "High and Low:
Modern Art and Popular Culture"
(1990); "Vienna 1900: Art, Architecture
and Design" (1986); and "'Primitivism'
in 20th Century Art: Affinity of the
Tribal and the Modern" (1984). He is

the author of 16 volumes, including "A
Fine Disregard: What Makes Modern
Art Modern" (1989), "Northern Light:
Nordic Painting at the Turn of the
Century" (1988) and "Duane Hanson"
(1985), as well as catalogues for exhibitions.
A fellow of the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences since 1993,
Varnedoe was awarded a MacArthur
Foundation Fellowship in 1984, a
Knighthood of the Royal Order of
Donnebroge (Denmark) in 1983 and a
National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship in 1977, among other
honors. He earned a bachelor's degree
in 1967 from Williams College in
Williamstown, Mass., and a doctorate
from Stanford University in 1972.
Varnedoe's lecture is being held in
conjunction with the Gallery of Art's
"Art of the '80s: Modern to
Postmodern" exhibition, which remains
on view through April 5. Gallery hours
are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays and 1 to
5 p.m. weekends.
The lecture is free, but seating is
extremely limited. For more information, call 935-4523.
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$35,000 goal set for A&E drive
If the measure of a great city is its
pledge card explaining the benefits to
cultural life, than St. Louis wears
those who contribute and how the contrimore than its share of laurels. The
butions are used.
power of the symphony, the grace of a
A&E does not receive public funds or
dance, the introspection of a painting and government grants. Rather, the organizathe revelation in a line of poetry — St.
tion solicits all its donations from local
Louis art lovers enjoy these experiences
individuals and institutions. It uses this
and more in abundance.
revenue to help fund several of the area's
But without the support of its resimajor arts institutions and to underwrite
dents, St. Louis could someday find that
grants to nearly 150 other arts organizathese cultural riches have quietly withtions.
ered away. To help keep the arts alive and
A&E also is instrumental in supporting
thriving, Washington University encoureducational outreach programs designed
ages its employees to help support the
to bring first-class performances and
annual fund drive of the Arts and Educaentertainment to children and senior
tion Council of Greater St. Louis (A&E), citizens who otherwise might not be
now in its 35th year.
served.
A&E, which provides funding and
"Supporting A&E is a way to support
support for numerous local arts organiza- all of the arts in our community — not
tions, needs the support of the University, just the arts organizations themselves but
noted Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton, who also arts outreach and education programs
has set a goal for the University commuin our schools that are sponsored by A&E
nity to raise $35,000.
member organizations," said Joe Deal,
"The arts help make St. Louis a great
dean of the School of Art, who heads the
place to live, work, study and raise fami- University's fund drive. "We hope to find
lies," Wrighton stated in a letter to Uninew contributors this year and ask that
those who have given in the past will
versity employees. "Just as we are all
touched by the arts, nearly every local
consider an increased gift or payroll
arts institution benefits from A&E supdeduction during the campaign."
Over the years, the University has
port. If we want to continue to have
world-class arts events in St. Louis, it is
received A&E support for Edison Theatre,
up to us."
the Gallery of Art and the International
Faculty and staff received Wrighton's
Writers Center in Arts and Sciences,
letter this month, along with a package of among other programs.
information about the fund drive and a
— Liam Otten

Nosotros focuses on Hispanic issues-fwmPagei

James Harr, a graduate student in the Department of Music in Arts and Sciences,
and Christine Renee Descher, adjunct voice instructor, perform in the Washington
University Opera's "The Threepenny Opera" March 13-15 in Bixby Gallery.

'The Threepenny Opera5 comes to
life in Bixby Galley performances

i
I

Sit back with a glass of ale when
Mac the Knife takes the stage for
the Washington University Opera's
production of Bertolt Brecht and Kurt
WeilPs classic "The Threepenny Opera"
March 13-15. Jolly Stewart, instructor in
voice in the Department of Music in Arts
and Sciences and head of the University
Opera, directs the show, with musical
direction by John Stewart, director of
vocal activities.
Performances are at 8 p.m. March 13
and 14 and at 3 p.m. March 15 in Bixby
Gallery, located in the School of Art's
Bixby Hall. Tickets are $5 for gallery
seating and $10 for table seating, which
also includes a glass of ale or cider. The
production is presented by the Department
of Music in conjunction with the School
of Art, and is also made possible by a
grant from the Kurt Weill Foundation.
Set in 19th-century England, "The
Threepenny Opera" tells the story of
Macheath, a.k.a. Mac the Knife, the
happy-go-lucky "king of thieves."
Macheath marries Polly Peachum, much
to the irritation of her father, who betrays
him to the police. Macheath is jailed but
because of a romantic relationship with
the police commissioner's daughter,

Lucy, manages to escape. But Macheath
is betrayed a second time and ends up
back in prison awaiting execution.
The cast of 19 singers, eight orchestra
musicians and a few extras is the University Opera's largest since the Stewarts
began it in 1991, said Jolly Stewart,
whose young daughter appears in the
production as a beggar.
The environmental set design, by
Leland Orvis, shop foreman for the
Performing Arts Department in Arts and
Sciences, is based on conceptions by
students from the School of Art. Using
multiple stages and table seating, Bixby
Gallery's long, narrow floorplan is transformed into a twisty replica of a 19thcentury street.
"We want the audience to feel as if
they're on the back streets of London,"
Stewart said. "The musicians, dressed as
thieves and beggars, sit in plain view and
one stage is set right before the entrance
so that the audience has to walk across it
to reach their seats. We want them to
become participants in the production."
Tickets are available at the Edison
Theatre box office, 935-6543. For more
information, call 935-5581.
— Liam Often

to a St. Louis Cardinals game, where they
received a guided tour of the dugout and a
pep talk on staying in school. The trip also
included a bicultural lesson on the celebration of Independence Day in the United
States and Mexico.
"My objective is to help these kids
retain and nurture their Hispanic and
Latino pride," Munguia Wellman said.
"I want to make sure they understand that
there is great value in being bicultural and
bilingual rather than being encouraged to
hide their Hispanic heritage as I was
when I was growing up."
Working with fellow Hispanic student
Jeannette Adames, also a Chavez Scholarship recipient, Munguia Wellman formed
the campus Nosotros organization as a
focal point for anyone in the St. Louis
community with an interest in Hispanic
issues. The group includes many nonHispanic students from the social work
school, as well as students from other local
universities and community organizations.
New members are always welcome.
One of the primary objectives for
Nosotros is to encourage greater cohesion
and solidarity among Hispanic organizations scattered across the metro region,
including the several Hispanic-interest
student groups on campus. Munguia
Wellman also is building a network of
Hispanic leaders in the St. Louis community and looking to involve more of these
leaders in joint projects to promote partnership and unity among local Hispanics.
Through a Hispanic Leaders Group,
Munguia Wellman met Dave Uhler of the
National Park Service at the Jefferson
National Expansion Memorial* who asked
her to help coordinate a Hispanic Employment Council Conference held here
last fall. During this past holiday season,
she was asked to coordinate the Hispanic/

Latino tree for the annual Holidays
Around the World exhibit at the Arch.
Known as "The Unity Tree," the display
marked the first time that a formal
attempt was made to bring together all
the city's Hispanic groups to tackle a
joint project.
More recently, she was invited to work
with the St. Louis 2004 planning effort
by Brenda Akers from the civic organization FOCUS St. Louis. Munguia
Wellman helped recruit Hispanic participants for a multicultural forum sponsored
by FOCUS in early February, and she
served as translator and facilitator for the
Hispanic group taking part in the forum.
Munguia Wellman is now working
with Sister Alicia Alvarado, coordinator
of Hispanic Ministry for the Catholic
Archdiocese of St. Louis, to foster joint
projects among three Hispanic parishes
in the region, and on a grassroots campaign to support unionization efforts by
migrant farm workers.
"The St. Louis population of Hispanics is mainly Mexican," said Alvarado.
"Many are migrants passing through, but
some come here for jobs and are staying.
The population is fairly small and scattered, but their needs are great because of
the language barrier and because many
are immigrants who have no access to
government social services."
Since signing on to become a recipient
of the social work school's Cesar Chavez
Scholarship, Munguia Wellman has made
it a personal mission to focus attention on
the special needs of Hispanics here and
across the nation. As she looks forward to
graduation this spring, she's hoping that
Nosotros provides a lasting foundation
for other students interested in carrying
on her work in the Hispanic community.
— Gerry Everding

Medical school in third place -/mm page i

Campus Watch
The following incidents were reported to the University Police Department from
Feb. 16-22. Readers with information that could assist in investigating these incidents are
urged to call 935-5555. This release is provided as a public service to promote safety awareness and is available on the University Police Web site at http://rescomp.wustl.edu/~wupd.

Feb.16
12:08 p.m. — A Subway employee reported
the theft of an electronic scale valued at
$ 125 from an area behind the food service
counter in Mallinckrodt Center.

Feb.20
3:08 a.m. — University Police responded to
a report of a fight between intoxicated
roommates in Shepley Residence Hall.

There were no injuries, and police took no
further action.

Feb. 22
12:11 p.m. — A student reported the theft
of a portable cassette player and a portable
CD player, valued at a total of $165, from a
desk in Givens Hall.
University Police also responded to an
additional report of theft and two reports of
trash can fires.

William A. Peck, M.D., executive vice
chancellor for medical affairs and dean
of the medical school said: "It gives the
University community great pride to see
our medical school ranked so highly
among the esteemed institutions clustered at the top of this list. This is a welldeserved compliment to our medical
faculty, staff and especially our students.
I am also extremely pleased, but certainly
not surprised, by the top ranking of our
programs in physical and occupational
therapy."
This year's rankings for graduate
programs in business, engineering and
law were similar to those in 1997. The
John M. Olin School of Business
remained at No. 3LThe School of Engineering and Applied Science ranked 39th

and was 38th in the 1997 rankings. The
School of Law advanced two places,
rising to a rank of 29.
Some U.S. News ranking categories
from 1997 and previous years were not
repeated in 1998, including social work,
creative writing, architecture and art.
In general, the magazine's rankings
are based on varying criteria that can
include reputation; research activity;
student selectivity; faculty resources; and
surveys of deans, faculty and administrators. This is the 12th year the magazine
has ranked graduate schools.
The rankings are published in the
magazine's "America's Best Graduate
Schools" issue and guidebook now on
newsstands.
— Martha Everett
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For The Record
For The Record contains news about a wide
variety of faculty, staff and student scholarly
and professional activities.

Of note
Alison Chasteen, a doctoral candidate in
the Department of Psychology in Arts and
Sciences, has received an award for proposed research at the doctoral level from
Division 20 of the American Psychological
Association. The proposed project concerns
examining the effects of mental representations of aging on memory performance.
Chasteen also received a Grant-in-aid of
Research from Sigma Xi, the research
society for the National Academy of Sciences. The proposed research for that
project concerns examining age differences
in visual attention. ...
Gia Daskalakis and Omar Perez, both
visiting assistant professors in architecture, recently had a speculative design
project titled "Projecting Detroit" on
display at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. The display was part of an international exhibition on "Landscape Urbanism." Additionally, the "Projecting
Detroit" project and Daskalakis' and
Perez's designs for a vacation house at
Menorca, Spain, both recently received
Honor Awards in the Unbuilt Project
category in the St. Louis Design Awards
competition, sponsored by the St. Louis
Chapter of the American Institute of
Architects and the Construction Products
Council of St. Louis. "Projecting Detroit"
previously was displayed at the Graham
Foundation in Chicago; the XIX Union
of International Architects Congress in
Barcelona, Spain; and the Storefront for
Art and Architecture in New York. ...
Gregory A. Grant, Ph.D., professor of
medicine and of molecular biology and
pharmacology, has received a four-year
$926,659 grant from the National Institute
of General Medical Sciences for a project
titled "Tethered Domains as Regulatory
Elements." ...
Bamin Khomami, Ph.D., the Francis F.
Ahmann Professor of chemical engineering, has been awarded a continuation of a
grant from the National Science Foundation to model and analyze viscoelastic
fluids. He has been awarded $93,000 for
both 1998 and 1999, after initial funding
of $54,000 for 1997. ...

Attila Kovacs, M.D., instructor of
medicine, has received a four-year
$260,000 grant from the American Heart
Association for a project titled "Elucidation of Molecular Mechanisms in Diabetic
Cardiomyopathy by Ultrasonic Tissue
Characterization." ...
Frank A. Norris, M.D., research
instructor of medicine, was awarded a
four-year $260,000 grant from the American Heart Association for a project titled
"The Role of Inositol Polyphosphate
4-Phosphatases in Phosphoinositide
3-Kinase Mediated Signal Transduction." ...
Andrey S. Shaw, M.D., associate
professor of pathology, has received a
one-year $250,267 grant from the National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases
for a project titled "Structure and Function
of TCR/FYN Complexes." ...
James B. Skeath, Ph.D., assistant
professor of genetics, has received a
Damon Runyon Scholar Award from the
Cancer Research Fund of the Damon
Runyon-Walter Winchell Foundation in
New York. The two-year $200,000 awards
help young investigators set up independent laboratories in the field of cancer
research. Skeath studies molecular mechanisms of nervous system development that
might lead to cancer if switched on inappropriately. He is using genetic and other
techniques to identify the signals that turn
embryonic cells of fruit flies into correctly
positioned nervous system precursors.

On assignment
William Gass, Ph.D., the David May
Distinguished University Professor in the
Humanities and director of the International Writers Center, both in Arts and
Sciences, recently participated in the
Authors Round Table at the Missouri Bar
Association. He also is serving as chairman of judges for "Express the Music," a
contest encouraging students' creative
writing through music, sponsored by the
Saint Louis Symphony Volunteer
Association. ...
Donald W. Nielsen, Ph.D., executive
director of Central Institute for the Deaf,
was one of 18 experts participating
recently in a national consensus conference on sound issues in neonatal intensive
care units. The team of scientists and

Campus Authors
The following is a recent release available at the Campus Bookstore in Mallinckrodt Center on the Hilltop Campus
or at the Washington University Medical Bookstore in the Olin Residence Hall. For more information, call
935-5500 (Hilltop Campus) or 362-3240 (School of Medicine).

Masculinity and Morality
(CornellPress, Ithaca, N.Y., 1998)
Larry May, Ph.D., professor of philosophy in
Arts and Sciences
What does morality have to do with masculinity? Here
are three of many ways that conceptions of masculinity
and morality interconnect. First, our conceptions of
masculinity affect our ideas of who can best attain moral
understanding. Men's lack of certain experiences, such as
pregnancy, is sometimes thought to make it hard for them to understand the
morality of abortion; and the unlikeliness that a man would be the object of
sexual assault is sometimes thought to make it harder for men to understand the
morality of rape. Second, our conceptions of masculinity also affect our notions
of what counts as a moral excuse. Some people maintain that rapists are sometimes provoked to act, and hence their acts are judged to be morally excusable,
attributable to a nearly uncontrollable sexual urge stimulated by their victim's
appearance. Others argue that men should consider themselves to be more,
rather than less, responsible for such sexual harms given the history of sexual
relations between men and women. Third, our conceptions of masculinity affect
the role responsibilities we assign. Men are sometimes thought to have a smaller
role than women, perhaps because they are less caring than women, in decisions
concerning how to care for, and even whether to have, children. As a result, men
are expected to have less responsibility for the care of their children and to be
less blamable than women for abandoning these children.
Throughout this book, May describes traditional male roles and conceptual
frameworks and opens them to critique. May hopes to persuade men to reassess
and change the behavior that has had detrimental effects on the lives of women
and of fellow men. May also hopes men will think about alternative roles that
would give men better control over who they want to be and yet leave room for
distinctly male roles, not merely androgynous roles for men and women alike.
The underlying moral issue is responsibility: where it should be ascribed, what
will motivate men to take it, and how it might ultimately change the way men
think about their larger roles in society. (Adaptedfrom the book's introduction.)

doctors established recommendations to
protect the hearing and eyesight of premature infants while in intensive care. ...
Karen Tokarz, J.D., LL.M., professor
of law, was named to the U.S. Arbitration
and Mediation Advisory Panel and served
on the American Bar Association accreditation team for Columbia University
School of Law. Additionally, she helped
develop a conference on Clinical Legal
Initiatives in Poland. The conference,
which was held in Krakow, was sponsored
by the State Department and the Office
for Democratic Institutions and Human
Rights/Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe, at Jagiellonian
University. ...
Evy Warshawski, managing director
of Edison Theatre, recently co-chaired
two major conferences for performing
arts presenters. The first, the Midwest
Arts Conference in Milwaukee, served
presenters in 15 Midwest states. The
second, the National Presenters Conference in New York, was sponsored by
the Association of Performing Arts
Presenters. ...

Speaking of
Michael Finke, Ph.D., associate professor in the Department of Russian in Arts

and Sciences, was a discussant on a
panel on "Confessional Texts in the
Russian Tradition," at which Charles L.
Byrd, Ph.D., assistant professor of
Russian, delivered a paper titled "Ironic
Confession in Dostoevsky's Early
Works." The panel was part of the 1997
national convention of the American
Association for the Advancement of
Slavic Studies, held in Seattle. At the
same convention, Finke also delivered a
paper titled "Anton Chekhov: A Doctor's
Identity as Object of Art" at a panel on
"Chekhov as Doctor/Author: Second
Opinions." ...
Timothy R. Jones, M.D., assistant
professor of plastic surgery, recently
presented a paper titled "Muscle
Allograft/Transplantation ofVascularized
Allogenic Skeletal Muscle for Scalp
Reconstruction in a Renal Transplant
Patient" at the International Symposium
on Composite Tissue Allotransplantation
in Louisville, Ky. ...

To press
An article by Pauline Kim, J.D., associate professor of law, titled "Privacy
Rights, Public Policy and the Employment Relationship" was published by
the Ohio State Law Journal.

Thomas Eschen, William Stoll promoted
within major gifts and capital projects
Thomas M. Eschen and William S.
Stoll both have received promotions in the Department of Major
Gifts and Capital Projects, according to
David Blasingame, vice chancellor for
alumni and development programs.
Eschen has been named executive
director of major gifts; Stoll has been
promoted to director of regional development programs.
In his new capacity, Eschen is responsible for developing, coordinating and
advancing the University's major gift
programs, headed by James D. Thompson, associate vice chancellor and senior
director of major gifts and capital
projects. In announcing the promotion,
Blasingame said: "Tom has been an
integral part of
the success of our
alumni and development programs.
He is an effective
manager and has
played a leading
role in developing
lasting relationships with our
alumni and
friends."
Thomas M. Eschen
Eschen joined
the University in 1992 as associate director of major gifts and was promoted to
director of regional development programs in 1994.
Since 1980 Eschen has been involved
in development for a number of St. Louis
institutions, including KWMU-FM,
where he was director of development;
Lindenwood College and Webster University, where he served as director of
organizational support; and the University of Missouri-St. Louis, where he
headed that university's major gifts
effort.
In addition to his career in development, Eschen has taught at the elemetary,

secondary and university levels. He has
served on the board of directors for the
St. Louis Chapter of the National Society
of Fund Raising Executives, River Styx
Literary Organization, KDHX community
radio station and DeSmet Jesuit High
School.
Eschen earned
a bachelor's 3
degree in journalism from the
University of
MissouriColumbia and a
master's degree in
communication
arts from Saint
Louis University.
Stoll, as direc- William S. Stoll
tor of regional
development programs, will work to advance and manage these programs. Stoll
also serves as major gifts manager for the
regional cabinet program and will help
provide direction and coordination of
future regional campaigns. For nearly four
years, Stoll had served as regional director
of development for the University.
"Bill has been a leader in the establishment of our regional development program
and has done an effective job bringing our
message to those who live outside of St.
Louis," Blasingame said. "He is a great
project manager and a hardworking development professional."
Before joining the University in 1993,
Stoll was associate director of development
for the National Academy of Sciences,
Washington D.C. Prior to joining the Academy, he was director of corporate and
foundation support at Amercian University.
Stoll began his career at Ursinus College in Collegeville, Pa., as assistant to the
president and associate director of development. He graduated cum laude from
Ursinus with a bachelor's degree in political science.

Hsu to study spinal cord damage- fmmpage 2
The researchers also will see whether
preventing the death of oligodendrocytes
decreases myelin loss and reduces disability after spinal cord injury. They will
give rats the most promising compounds
from their first experiments and assess
the animals' progress over several
weeks.
Mark P. Goldberg, M.D., assistant
professor of neurology; John McDonald
III, M.D., Ph.D., instructor in neurology;
and Xiao Ming Xu, M.D., Ph.D., assistant professor of anatomy and neurobiology at Saint Louis University, are

co-investigators in the project. Other
team members and collaborators are:
ShaWei Chen, M.D., research assistant in
neurology; Dennis W. Choi, M.D., Ph.D.,
the Andrew B. and Gretchen P. Jones
Professor and head of neurology; Richard
S. Hotchkiss, M.D., associate professor of
anesthesiology; Eugene M. Johnson Jr.,
Ph.D., the Norman J. Stupp Professor of
Neurology; Robert D. Schreiber, Ph.D.,
the Alumni Professor of Pathology; Jian
Xu, M.D., research assistant professor of
neurology; and Ding-I Yang, Ph.D.,
research associate in neurology.
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pportunities &gi^
Hilltop
Campus
Information regarding these and other
positions may be obtained in the
Office of Human Resources, Room
130, at West Campus. Job openings
may be accessed via the World Wide
Web at cf6000. wustl.edu/hr/home. If
you are seeking employment opportunities and are not currently a member
of the Washington University staff,
you may call our information hotline
at 935-9836. Staff members may call
935-5906.
Coordinator, Programming and All
Campus Events 980207. Student
Activities. Requirements: graduate
degree in student affairs; thorough
grounding in student development
theory; experience with campus
programming, entertainment industry
and student group advisement;
experience with large and small concert production; excellent organizational and communication skills;
energy, creativity, flexibility and willingness to work nights and weekends;
high tolerance for ambiguity and
openness to change; team player with
collaborative style; ability to build
coalitions.

Administrative Assistant 980209. Jewish and Near Eastern Studies.
Requirements: some college or relevant
experience required, bachelor's degree
preferred; familiarity with MS Word,
Excel and Access preferred; typing
skills, 50 wpm; ability to meet public in
a pleasant and professional manner and
to work with faculty, staff and students;
ability to work with people from diverse
cultural backgrounds; ability to prioritize multiple projects; excellent verbal
and written skills; educational and notfor-profit experience preferred. Responsibilities include providing clerical support to Jewish and Near Eastern Studies, as well as Islamic Studies. This is a
10-month appointment.
Coordinator, Greek Affairs 980210.
Student Activities. Requirements:
master's degree in higher education
and student affairs; two to three years
working with the Greek community;
experience in fraternity/sorority affairs
and advising student organizations and
individual students; leadership training
and organizational development; membership in a Greek organization preferred; energy; creativity; excellent organizational and oral and written communication skills; high tolerance for
ambiguity and openness to change.
Residential College Director 980211.
Housing and Residential Life. Requirements: bachelor's degree, master's degree in higher education or related field

preferred; ability to communicate
effectively with students, faculty,
administrators and parents; initiative;
creativity; enthusiasm; commitment;
excellent program coordination skills;
ambitious; responsible; ability to work
effectively both as a member of a team
and independently. Special consideration given to those with residence hall
and student affairs experience.
Administrative Assistant (part time)
980214. Business School. Requirements: high school diploma; five years
secretarial or administrative assistant
experience, university experience preferred; thorough knowledge of secretarial functions and procedures; thorough knowledge of IBM compatible
computers, Office 97 and Windows 95;
demonstrated interpersonal and communication skills; ability to work effectively with faculty, administrators and
others in a patient, pleasant and effective manner.
Secretary 980215. Chemical Engineering. Requirements: high school diploma; technical typing experience;
knowledge of FIS. Responsibilities include assisting with staff support to
the chemical engineering dept.
Assistant University Registrar 980217.
University Registrar. Requirements:
bachelor's degree, master's preferred;
relevant work experience; thorough
knowledge of mainframe and PC-based

systems with proficiency in statistical
and/or spreadsheet programs; proven
leadership in developing, implementing
and supervising public service operations; knowledge of University policies
and procedures preferred; commitment
to innovative and creative problem solving in a complex university environment; high service orientation; ability to
excel in team environment. Responsibilities include all student service operations and statistical reporting within the
University registrar's office.
Laboratory Assistant 980218. Earth
and Planetary Sciences. Requirements:
associate's degree, bachelor's degree
preferred; undergraduate background
in astronomy, chemistry and physics;
experience with word processor
(AmiPro preferred), spreadsheet (Lotus 1-2-3 preferred) and scientific plotting (Sigmaplot preferred) on PC; good
communication skills; experience handling chemicals and preparing standard solutions.
Licensing Case Coordinator 980219.
Research Office. Requirements:
bachelor's degree, master's preferred;
excellent computer skills (PC Windows
platform); attention to detail; communication skills; organizational ability; willingness to work as part of a team.
Receptionist 980222. Undergraduate
Admissions. Requirements: high school
diploma, some college preferred; recep-

tionist skills, secretarial skills a plus;
university or not-for-profit experience
preferred; ability to greet and direct
hundreds of visitors to campus; warm
and pleasant personality; flexibility;
initiative; a sense of humor; excellent
attendance record.

Medical
Campus
The following is a partial list of positions available at the School of Medicine. Employees interested should
contact the medical school's Department of Human Resources at
362-7196 to request applications.
External candidates may call
362-7195 for information regarding
applicant procedures or may submit
resumes to the Office of Human
Resources, 4480 Clayton Ave., Campus Box 8002, St. Louis, MO 63110.
Job openings also may be accessed
via the World Wide Web at http://
medicine, wustl. edu/wumshr.
User Support Technician 980654. Requirements: associate's degree or two
years technical training or experience
in related discipline; training or experience in PC hardware and software
technologies including Windows 3.1,
Windows 95, Office 95 and Lotus

Notes; familiarity with TCP/IP and Windows NT, LAN technologies, modem
and remote connectivity protocols; superior communication and personal interaction skills to interact with all levels
of staff and faculty members. Entrylevel telephone support position. Responsibilities include assisting callers
with computer problems and questions.
Manager, Technical Services 980853.
Medical Library. Requirements:
bachelor's degree in computer science;
five years UNIX systems administration
experience; self-motivated; broad
knowledge of information technology
and its application; excellent planning
and communication skills. Responsibilities include leading computing services group in providing computing
support of its NT and UNIX servers;
creating and managing budgets, developing new services; overseeing day-today activities of group; performance
analysis and strategic planning.
Systems Manager 980854. Medical
Library. Requirements: bachelor's degree in computer science or four years
related experience in systems administration; two years experience maintaining multiple notes servers in a production NT or UNIX environment; experience in Notes/Domino 4.5, SMTP, MTA
and TCP/IP preferred. Responsibilities
include Lotus Notes administration and
serving as backup to NT systems manager.

From time management to computer training, help is available to staff and administrators
Rapidly changing technology and
work environments make staying
up to date a constant challenge.
The training and development division of
the Office of Human Resources helps
University employees keep their knowledge current.
Each semester, the division offers
courses to staff and administrators on all
three campuses. The courses, which are
offered at no charge or for a minimal
materials fee, are designed to develop
skills, encourage flexibility and spur
professional growth and effectiveness.
"In today's world, the most important
thing for employees is that they continually learn and develop their skills so they
can remain competitive in the University
and compete in the workplace," said
Richard L. Jouett, director of training
and human resource management.
A spring/summer 1998 course catalog
recently was mailed to all employees.

The brochure details 13 different courses
the division is offering now through
summer, including achieving individual
and team goals, performance development, process improvement, leading and
motivating people and improving communications.
Along with the division's courses, the
brochure includes a list of computer
classes offered through the University's
libraries and the information systems
office.
The division develops the curriculum
through ongoing feedback from departments, administrators and past participants. The curriculum also reflects an
extensive training needs assessment performed by the division. Most courses are
designed to support key University initiatives and business issues in which
employees need development and training
assistance. Among the most popular
topics are time management, professional

interactive styles, the selection and interviewing process and team building.
In addition to course offerings, the
division will work one-on-one with
employees and is available to provide
customized departmental workshops
when requested.
The three-person division comprises
Jouett and Juli W. Einspanier, senior training specialist, who both teach the courses,
and Jane Brown, training coordinator, who
handles administrative functions. Since its
inception nearly three years ago, about 60
percent of the staff and 40 percent of
management at the University have taken
advantage of the division's offerings. More
than half of the participants are from the
Medical Campus.
"We have struck a chord in reaching
out to everyone," Jouett said. "People
want to understand their abilities and
strengths and areas for development.
They are looking for something that can

help them make their work life easier and
grow professionally."
Providing training also should improve
the operation of the participant's department, Einspanier said. After completing a
course, participants often share what they
learned with their office and get their
coworkers involved in training.
Employees should work with their
supervisors to decide which courses
would be best for them, Einspanier said.
Determining areas where employees need
to grow, setting expectations and creating
a development plan will help participants
get the most out of the course offerings.
But the first step is a willingness to
invest in development. "The most important things we see for the 21 st century are
being adaptable, embracing change and the
ability to continually learn," Jouett said.
For a course catalog, registration form
and more information, call 935-6970.
— Martha Everett

Lilly Fellowships help junior faculty hone teaching skills-^^7
science and director of the Teaching
Center, is where the action is. On the
semester docket are topics such as advising, lecture preparation, teaching style,
class size, University resources, student
evaluations and portfolios.
"It's relatively free-flowing," Davis
said. "This isn't a class. I'm not even sure
if it rises to the level of a seminar. It's an
opportunity. In here, they all talk about
things they'd like to learn more about. It
gives them an opportunity that they don't
necessarily have often at a research university."
Desiree White is the frontal lobe
expert. She admits to some initial doubts
about the group dynamic. "I was a little
skeptical at the beginning that it would
work in this way," she said. "We're coming
from different departments, with different
resources, different educational backgrounds, different training experiences.
"But it's been nice to see that when
you boil it down to teaching — and that's
what we're talking about — that we all
share many of the same concerns and
issues," White said. "And that's where we
can really come together as a unit. It gets
pretty lively. In the first meeting there
was a lot of this kind of interchange.
Tidbits getting thrown in from everyone
in the room. It was rather remarkable."
The interdisciplinary interaction is by
Davis' design. "These people were virtual
strangers to one another," Davis said.
"Now they know each other by their first
name. And they will be resources. Jennifer might call up Keith and say, Ts there
anything in the education literature that
would be helpful to me about this?' Or
Valerie may call up Claire and say, 'I

want to talk with the department about
having a prospective faculty member
teach a class — tell me what you look for
or what you gain from doing that.'"
Claire Baldwin already is taking
that interdisciplinary plunge. The course
she is developing deals with diverse
18th-century disciplines, ranging from
science to art to anthropology to literature, and how they were conceived and
constructed late in that century.
"That's one of the benefits of hearing
people from different disciplines — to
think about how one can productively
structure a course where we can talk
across disciplines about disciplines,"
Baldwin said. "Because we do get so
channeled in our own fields. Even though
there's all this talk, generally, about collaboration, the structures of our institutions don't always foster that."
Creating collaborative communication
of another type is one of Keith Sawyer's
objectives. Sawyer, who earned an undergraduate degree in computer science from
MIT and then helped create the arcade
game Ms. Pac Man while working for Atari
in the early 1980s, is using technology to
open new paths of learning for students. As
part of his current course on "Educational
Psychology," Sawyer has created an
Internet newsgroup on which his students
are required to post class-oriented messages to each other twice a week.
"I'm worried that they do all the
reading in the morning and then come to
class and forget about it for the next six
days," said Sawyer, who segued from
video games to his current field of studying children's play and collaborative
creativity.

"I know that retention is a lot higher
for material if you're exposed to it more
frequently, even if it's for really small
doses. So I like this idea of forcing them
to think about the material once or twice
during the rest of the week — even if it's
just for five minutes."
Sawyer said anecdotal evidence
indicates that the newsgroup is making
students think and that they're enjoying
the process. "I had one student who's
not even in the class post on the
newsgroup. I e-mailed him, and he
replied back, 'No, I'm not in your class,
but one of my roommates is and told me
about this newsgroup thing. Your class is
causing a lot of discussion. I found it
interesting, so I thought I'd go ahead and
post on the newsgroup.' So I said 'Well,
okay — but I am teaching it again next
fall.'"
A pivotal part of the Lilly program is
the course relief and stipend. In short:
time and money. Part of White's course
on "Topics in Cognitive Neuropsychology" deals with the sensory attention
disorder called neglect. "When I explain
neglect to students, I get the I-don't-getit look," she said. "But when I was a
graduate student, I 'got' neglect the
minute I walked into a rehab unit." Selfproduced video tapes — requiring time
and money — will help White give
students that real-world lesson.
Ironically, the seven fellows themselves have learned a difficult and disappointing truth: they are the last of the
Lillys. As Davis said, diplomatically,
"Lilly has redirected their priorities, as
foundations do." Actually, the Lilly
grant expired last year, but Davis

received quick approval from the foundation to use unexhausted funds this year.
"I think it will be important to provide some sort of continuing opportunity
for assistant professors to gather to talk
about their teaching and to learn about
practices in other departments," Davis
stressed. Beyond the Lilly program, the
only other offering is a one-day new
faculty orientation program.
Gaetano Antinolfi said that his Lilly
fellowship has been "a good opportunity
for me to see the American system at
work." Antinolfi, who did his undergraduate work in Milan, Italy, and picked
up English as a third language in 1990, is
making the adjustments from the Italian
system in which he was trained. Out are
impersonal lectures in front of 500
people. In are small discussion groups.
"Teaching is a skill," Antinolfi said.
"It's something you have to learn and you
have to develop. It's not easy to lead a
discussion with the purpose of teaching
something to the students. The idea is not
to win an argument or present your case
or your evidence. The ultimate objective
of these discussions is that they should
be learning tools for the students. I have
to learn a new way of communicating
with the students — hopefully in a way
that is effective and useful for them."
That message is true for all assistant
professors, Sawyer said. "We're all sort
of learning on the job," he said. "That's
what makes the Lilly program so great. I
love talking about teaching and finding
out what other people are doing, because
I feel like I'm just an amateur. I'm soaking up all the information I can; I feel
like I'm a sponge." — David Moessner

